
Hebrew Grammar Methods

Lee Kalisch Davidson Fagnani Harper, 

revised by 

Smith

Harris Davidson, 

revised by 

Mauchline

Lambdin Kittel/Hoffer/

Wright

Seow Pratico/Van Pelt Bartelt Fuller/Choi Garret/DeRouchie Webster Griffin

Date 1832 1875 1896 1903 1922 1950 1962 1971 1989 1995 2001 2004 2006 2009 2009 Forthcoming

Verbless clause 

introduced in what 

lesson

14/20 33/108 11/49 13/41 2/55 1/20 9/46 1/55 2/55 6/30 8/36 ? 9/38 3/41 3/42 2/38

Verbs introduced in 

what lesson

10/20 37/108 20/49 15/41 1/55 2/20 11/46 4/55 1/55 8/30 12/36 ? 6/38 6/41 10/32 3/38

Really rare verb forms yes mentioned 

briefly

yes yes yes Yes, not 

emphasized

Yes, not 

emphasized

yes yes yes No ? no Dealt with (1 ch. on 

all), not in detail

no no

Verb Paradigm use yes no frequent frequent yes Yes-lots frequent lots yes Yes-lots Yes –lots yes yes Yes Yes- lots no

English-Hebrew 

exercises

N/A N/A yes yes yes yes yes yes Yes, 

occasionally

yes yes ? Reverse parsing yes no no

Charts frequent rare frequent very frequent very 

frequent

frequent frequent Very frequent Yes – appendix 

referred to in 

lesson

Very 

frequent

frequent ?frequent? Somewhat 

frequent

frequent All the time rare

Use of qtl as strong 

verb

no no yes yes yes yes yes no no yes yes ? yes yes yes no

Bible-only examples 

(vs made up, then 

Bible)

no yes mostly no yes No (like 

Lambdin)

no no YES Yes Close to it no straight 

Bible at all? 

Only modified 

passages

no No – very limited 

use

Exercises mostly 

Bible (even 

phrases)

no, but moves 

to Bible 

quickly

Vocab frequency ? ? ? (more less-

frequent 

words than 

revised ed.)

most are 

"words of 

frequent use"

? All verbs 

100+, all 

nouns 200+, 

some others

? (common 

words 

emphasized)

?, includes 

infrequent vocab

? ?, includes 

infrequent 

vocab

All 70+, no names, 

<5 low-frequency

? ? Covers all 100+, 

<10 low-frequency

All 50+, no 

names

50+

Verbs defined as 

infinitives

no no yes yes no no yes yes no yes yes ? no No Yes, but 

qualified with 

explanation

no

Pointing emphasis strong very strong Moderately 

strong

very strong very strong strong, but 

“frequently 

changing ones 

aren’t 

emphasized”

Moderate moderate Moderately 

strong

moderate strong ?strong? Very strong strong VERY strong 

pointing 

emphasis

hardly at all

Notes: no 

exercises 

given

no exercises 

given

strong 

pronunciation 

emphasis (oral 

exercises)

inductive, 

based 

entirely on 

Gen 1-4

Revision by 

Mauchline

inductive 2nd edition all information 

from 2006 

review in 

Concordia 

Journal

3rd person 

verbs, all 

tenses, then 

2nd, then 1st
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